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MADCAT®  
MONSTER BAG

Bag specifically designed for catfish anglers. Features an internal 
compartment with three plastic tubes to store catfish floats safely. 
There is also an integrated rig board with pins, to pin your rigs 
down. Has a hard case bottom and reinforced walls. This is a real 
high quality bag. Dimensions: 50 x 48 x 29 cm. Made of 600D, 
100% nylon.

MADCAT®  
BAITCOOLER

Compact bag (28 x 20 x 20 cm) for keeping your bait, like worms 
or squid, fresh. But, of course, also perfect for keeping your soft 
drinks cool. The 8mm thick foam padded walls keep the cold in 
and the heat out. Waterproof. Made of 600D polyester (100%).

MADCAT®  
TUBE CARYALL

Simple handy bag with carry handles, shoulder strap and a zipper. 
Catfish anglers, especially the ones who bivvy up on a river bank, 
tend to bring a lot of stuff with them. This bag will help to keep that 
stuff organized and clean. 65cm long. The diameter: 30cm. 
Made of 600D, 100% nylon.

MADCAT® RIG WALLET

Big rig wallets 
for catfish rigs (40 

x 25 x 8 cm). The 
rig board has foam on 

both sides, thick enough 
to push your hooks or trebles in deep enough 
to properly hold. The wallet is made of 600D 

nylon (100%) and leaves a lot of room for rigs 
with king sized trebles and big subfloats. Sup-
plied with plenty of pins to pin your rigs down 
properly. A must have for any catfish angler. 

MADCAT® LEAD BAG

Simple but handy bag to keep your heavy cat-
fish leads in. Since catfish anglers tend to carry 
a lot of heavy and different sized catfish leads 
with them, we included reinforced walls and 

four different compartments. Made of 600D 
nylon. Dimensions: 26 x 16 x 11 cm.

MADCAT®  
TRANSPORTALL

Real big and heavy duty bag with two pockets (one on each side). 
For the catfish angler who only wants the best. The bottom part is 
waterproof. Dimensions: 80 x 40 x 40 cm. Made of 1200 and 600D 
polyester (100%).
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8328 002 MADCAT RIG WALLET 1/1/60 40 x 25 x 8cm

8323 005 MADCAT LEAD BAG 1/1/60 26 x 16 x 11cm

8329 004 MADCAT TRANSPORTALL 1/1/10 80x40x40cm

8328 001 MADCAT MONSTER BAG 1/1/60 50x48x29cm

8328 000 MADCAT BAITCOOLER BAG 1/1/60 28x20x20cm

8323 004 MADCAT TUBE CARRYALL 1/1/60 65x35cm




